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12 January 2015
Supervisors Connolly, Rice, Sears, Kinsey, and Arnold
Marin County Board of Supervisors
3501 Civic Center Dr., Suite 329
San Rafael, CA 94903
To Honorable Supervisors Connolly, Rice, Sears, Kinsey, and Arnold,
As the Director of a nonprofit organization recognized internationally as the largest and most
complete archives on art environments, I document and advocate for these sites all over the world. To
that end, I wish to bring your attention to David Hoffman’s The Last Resort Lagunitas constructions,
located at 2 Alta Avenue and 230 East Cintura Avenue in Lagunitas, Marin County, one of the few
extant art environments in northern California.
Hoffman’s personal, individual spaces, replete with innovative architecture and creative sculptures,
have significant and positive public ramifications on a variety of levels and, despite their edge of
audacity, have much to teach us. Yet although the work of nonacademic artists such as Hoffman are
beginning to be included in an expanded definition of art, these kinds of works still often remain in a
more tenuous and often precarious position, subject to a variety of risks. Although casual vandalism
is always a potential problem, the most severe and irreparable risks are those resulting from
misguided governmental officials who are concerned that the constructions do not conform to local
building codes or urban plans.
Art environments often challenge aesthetic and conceptual community values at the same time that
they are beset by environmental degradations; this combination can be fatal for their ongoing
preservation. Because art works of this nature cannot be hermetically stored and protected, they need
continued vigilance and a concerted, long-term effort from a broad base of local community
members—backed up by art and preservation professionals internationally—to ensure their survival.
And while history is full of unfortunate narratives in which art environments were razed as a result of
ill-advised municipal or regional attempts to legislate conformity, there are also significant numbers
of success stories in which preserved art environments have come to unite their communities,
enhancing local identity while bringing widespread recognition from far beyond local borders.

